
Let’s Communicate, 
Let’s Learn, 
 Let’s Play! 

Activity ideas to develop understanding and use of language through the use of  

Bubbles  
This leaflet has been designed to support the speech, language and communication needs of children, 
based around favourite toys, routines and play activities. 
 
Please speak to your child’s Speech and Language Therapist for advice and guidance on which activities will 
be suitable for your child.  
 
These are only some suggested activities – if you and your child use bubbles in a different way, please let 

us know so that we can try different activities in school. 

If you would like some symbol resources or Makaton signs to support your child’s communication within 

any of these activities, please contact us at school where we will be happy to help. 

Why use bubbles?  

Bubbles are also great for:  

Having the opportunity to blow bubbles is great for:  

• Fine motor skills (picking up, holding and dipping the wand);  

• Developing muscles that are required for speech;  

• Hand-Eye co-ordination;  

• Developing attention skills.  

 

Bubbles Vocabulary 

bubbles, more, help, stop, gone, wand, open, close, uh-oh, blow, wave, dip, big, small, wet, 

dry, sticky, lots, few, fast, slow 

Using Bubbles to Support Early Communication  

1. Encourage your child to ask for ‘more’ using their preferred method of 
communication;  

2. Ensure the lid is on tight and encourage your child to ask for ‘help’ to open them;  
3. Use the phrase “ready, steady…” pausing before uttering “go” – this will allow your 

child the opportunity to say “go”. This could be by making eye-contact, signing, 
vocalizing or saying “go”, etc.   

 



Using Bubbles to Support Understanding of Other Vocabularies and 
Language Concepts  

Body Parts: 

“Bubbles on my …” 

1. Blow bubbles onto body parts labelling what the body part is, e.g. “bubbles on your 
hand, feet”; 

2. Allow your child to request where they want bubbles using their preferred method of 
communication.  

Bubble Pop 

1. Blow bubbles around the room, but you are only able to pop the bubbles using a specific 
body part, e.g. hand, finger, elbow, etc. Adults can give the instruction or the child can. 

Size and Quantity: 

1. Comment on the size of bubbles, ensuring that you point to the bubble being spoken 
about, e.g. “small bubble”;  

2. Ask your child to ‘show you’ or label a bubble’s size;  
3. Comment on the number of bubbles, e.g. “lots of bubbles”, “2 bubbles” and “few 

bubbles”. 

“Where?” and Positional Concepts  

1. Blow bubbles around the room/ in different places and ask “where are the bubbles?” – 
“bubbles under the chair” 

Following Instructions and Sequencing  

1. Instruct your child on where to blow bubbles or who to blow bubbles for, e.g. “blow 
baby some bubbles” and “blow some bubbles under the chair”; 

2. Ask your child to tell you how to blow bubbles to support sequencing skills, e.g. 
“what do I do first?”;  

3. Make your own bubble solution – find a recipe (or ask school for one, which we can 
symbolize) you can then talk about and sequence how it was made. 

 

 

Mixing your own bubble 

solution can also help 

the environment.  

Reduce. Reuse. Recycle! 

You could use the 

principles of Lego 

Therapy to produce 

your own bubble 

solution – this will be 

great for working as a 

team! 
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